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GENERAL DIRECTOR'S 
MESSAGE

ABDUJABBAROV 
SHERALI 

YANGIBAEVICH

By tradition, we are summing up the past year. The end of 2019 is an occasion to evaluate the 
development of the Central Securities Depository for two decades - last year the Central Securities 
Depository celebrated 20 years of its activity. The past 20 years have been filled with interesting and 
important events.

Dear colleagues, partners, friends!

« Digitalization 
and international 
standards of services - 
the foundation 
of the future 
development of 
the Central Securities 
Depository »

With the adoption of the Law of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan “On the Securities Market” in 2008, the 
accounting system of the domestic securities market 
has undergone major changes. In particular, the 
dematerialization of securities was launched, the 
depositary accounting of securities at the same time 
became the system of recordkeeping of their owners. 
The formation of the register of owners is done by the 
Central Securities Depository, which acts as the central 
registrar.

I would like to especially emphasize the effort of the 
Central Securities Depository in expanding international 
cooperation. In particular, the Central Securities 
Depository in 2001 was admitted to the full membership 
of one of the key regional organizations of the Asia-
Pacific Association of Central Securities Depositories 
(ACG), and also in 2004 became one of the founders 
of The Association of Eurasian Central Securities 

Depositories (AECSD), which made it possible to fully 
participate in the international dialogue of central 
depositories and other infrastructure organizations of 
regional and worldwide securities markets. In 2016, the 
Central Securities Depository received the status of 
ANNA's “partner”, and in 2019 - “full member”, which 
gave the Central Securities Depository the right to 
assign the international ISIN and CFI codes 
independently, directly cooperating with ANNA.

Returning to the results of 2019, we can say that the 
past year for the Central Securities Depository became 
a “preparatory stage” for future changes.
 
The priority objective of the Central Securities 
Depository was an in-depth study of best international 
practices in the field of depository services. Extensive 
work has been done to familiarize with the best world 
practices, and a thorough analysis of the possibility of 
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using successful models and solutions in the stock 
market of Uzbekistan have been carried out.

This work hasn't only coincided in time with the large-
scale activities of the Capital Market Development 
Agency of Uzbekistan (CMDA) to develop the Capital 
Market Development Strategy for 2020–2025 but also, 
the time has come to rethink and change. In the 
framework of the Strategy preparation, organized by 
the CMDA with the support of EBRD and ADB, the 
Central Securities Depository took an active role in 
discussions with experts from the international 
consulting companies BTA and ISC, aimed at 
developing recommendations on the optimal model 
for reforming the country's capital market.

Thanks to this comprehensive work, by the end of 2019, 
the Central Securities Depository has come up with a 
clear vision of its further development as one of the 
systemically important elements of the securities market 
infrastructure of the Republic.

Understanding the need to bring its depository and 
related activities to a conceptually new level is 
reflected in the developed targets of the Central 
Securities Depository for 2020.

We believe that integration into the international 
financial community, which includes interaction with 
leading international settlement and clearing 
organizations and Central securities depositories of

other countries, is impossible without expanding the 
functions of the Central Securities Depository in terms of 
servicing corporate actions of issuers, both domestic 
and foreign, in accordance with international 
standards, as well as without performing settlements on 
securities trade, both in securities and in cash.

Having established reliability and convenience as key 
factors for its development, the Central Securities 
Depository expands its role in the country's securities 
market and in the near future will offer such services 
(platforms) as “Electronic Voting” - eVOTE and 
“Personal Account” - MyCABINET, aimed at digitalizing 
the activities of the Central depository and capital 
market as a whole. 

 
We are confident that a clear strategic vision and 
commitment to innovation will determine the successful 
development of the Central Securities Depository and 
will serve as the foundation for the technological 
transformation of the capital market.

5
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1994

The total 
volume 
of issues 
accounted for 
by ND “Vakt” 
was 130.7 
million UZS, and 
the number 
of joint-stock 
companies 
was 190.

№ 1

The total volume 
of issues accounted 
for by ND “Vakt” 
was 33.7 billion UZS, 
the number of 
joint-stock 
companies 
was 3690.

1996

2005
A centralized base of 

depositors of Uzbekistan 
has been formed.

2002

The Central 
Securities Depositories 

of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan and Korea 
signed Memorandum 

of Understanding  

2001

1999

The Resolution 
of the Cabinet 
of Ministers of 
the Republic 
of Uzbekistan 
“On issues of 
the organization 
and activities of 
the Central Securities 
Depository” 
was adopted.

The Central Securities 
Depository has been 
admitted to full membership 
of the Asia-Pacific Central 
Securities Depository Group 
(ACG).

The Central Securities 
Depository organized 
an international seminar in 
Tashkent “Integration of 
depository systems - the basis 
for effective interaction 
in the securities market”

The Law of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan 

“On the activities of 
depositories in

the securities market” 
was enacted.

1998

1994
The first 
National 
Depository
(ND) “Vakt”
has been 
created.

2001

HISTORY: 20 YEARS OF ACTIVITY 
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2009

The VI International 
conference of The Association 
of Eurasian Central Securities 
Depositories (AECSD)
"A single depository space - 
effective interaction of 
the participants of 
the AECSD" was held 
in Tashkent.

7

2016

 
The launch of the Unified 
software and hardware
complex of the stock 
market of Uzbekistan

2016

 
The Central 

Securities 
Depository 

became 
a partner of 

the Association 
of National 
Numbering 

Agencies (ANNA).

2019

 
The Central 

Securities Depository 
became 

a full member of 
the Association of 

National Numbering 
Agencies (ANNA).

The Central Securities Depository organized 
the 15th International conference of 

The Association of Eurasian Central 
Securities Depositorie in Tashkent 

on the topic of “Entering foreign markets: 
challenges and opportunities”.

The beginning of the assignment 
of international  identification codes 

to securities issued by issuers of Uzbekistan.

20182014

YEARS1999-201920 OF THE ACTIVITY
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UZBEKISTAN CORPORATE 
SECURITIES MARKET

Based on the Decree of the 
President of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan dated January 14, 
2019 No. 5630 “On measures 
to radically improve 
the system of managing state 
assets, antitrust regulation and 
the capital market”, the 
Capital Market Development 
Agency of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan was established.

The Agency is the successor 
to the Center for Coordination 
and Development of the 
Securities Market at the State 
Competition Committee of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan 
and is the authorized state 
body for regulating the 
securities market, which 
reports to the Prime Minister 
of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

PROFESSIONAL 
PARTICIPANTSISSUER

REGULATOR 
CAPITAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

INVESTOR

CENTRAL 
SECURITIES 
DEPOSITORY

SETTLEMENT
BANK

TRADE ORGANIZERS OF 
RSE “TOSHKENT”, 

OTC “ELSIS-SAVDO”

STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE "INFORMATION 
RESOURCE CENTER OF THE STOCK MARKET"



INFORMATION ON JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES (BY REGIONS)

49

Tashkent region

23

Namangan 
region

37

Andijan 
region

44

Ferghana 
region

20

Republic of 
Karakalpakstan

27

Khorezm 
region

36

Bukhara 
region

43

Kashkadarya 
region 30

Samarkand 
region

19

Navoi
region

17

Jizzakh
region

16

Syrdarya 
region

22

Surkhandarya 
region

210

Tashkent city

TOTAL JSC

593

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF JSC 
(BY QUANTITY) 

35,4 %

64,6 %

TASHKENT

All regions
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593

ISSUERS OF 
CORPORATE 
SECURITIES

34
TRUST MANAGERS OF 
INVESTMENT ASSETS

776 225SHAREHOLDERS 9
INVESTMENT 
FUNDS

43
INVESTMENT 
INTERMEDIARIES

49 727
SHAREHOLDERS OF
INVESTMENT FUNDS

TOTAL 
VOLUME OF ISSUES 

(AT NOMINAL COST)

99 697,8
billion UZS

CORPORATE 
BONDS

0.5 %
488,06
billion UZS

SHARES

99.5 %
99 209,77
billion UZS

Equity 
securities are 
presented as 
SHARES

Debt 
securities are 
presented as 
corporate 
BONDS

Today, market participants 
are corporate securities issuers, 

securities owners, investment 
intermediaries, investment funds, 

trustees of investment assets, 
the Republican Stock Exchange 

“Toshkent”, JSC OTC “Elsis-Savdo” 
and  the Central Securities 

Depository. 

SECURITIES MARKET 
PARTICIPANTS
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types of services

The Central Securities 
Depository provides its 
customers with 30 types 
of custody services and
services related to 
depository activities.

3 international 
organizations

The Central Securities 
Depository is a full 
member of three 
international 
specialized 
organizations: ACG, 
AECSD and ANNA.

2,3 
billion 
UZS 

The authorized 
capital of the 
Central Securities 
Depository is 
2.3 billion UZS *.
* as of 01.01.2020

The organizational 
structure of the 
Central Securities 
Depository includes 
6 departments and 
3 independent 
divisions.

6 3
departments divisions

CENTRAL SECURITIES 
DEPOSITORY

The State Enterprise “Central Securities Depository” was established by 
resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. 263 dated 
May 21, 1999 “On issues of the organization and activities of the Central 
Securities Depository”.
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KEEPING DOCUMENTARY 
SECURITIES

RECORDKEEPING OF 
DOCUMENTS CONFIRMING 

SECURITIES ISSUE

RECORDKEEPING 
OF SECURITIES OWNERS

MAINTAINING DEPO
ACCOUNTS OF INVESTMENT 
INTERMEDIARIES

KEEPING A CENTRALIZED SHAREHOLDER
DATABASE

REGISTRATION 
OF SECURITIES

ASSIGNMENT OF INTERNATIONAL 
CODES TO SECURITIES 

ISSUED BY RESIDENTS OF UZBEKISTAN

PERFORMING SETTLEMENT 
IN SECURITIES

1
2

3

4

5

6

7
8

EXCLUSIVE FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORY 
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RECORDKEEPING OF SECURITIES RIGHTS OWNED 
BY GOVERNMENT AND STATE AUTHORIZED PARTIES 
ON SECURITIES MANAGEMENT 

RECORDKEEPING OF SECURITIES PERMITTED FOR CIRCULATION IN 
THE TERRITORY OF UZBEKISTAN ISSUED BY NON-RESIDENTS OF THE REPUBLIC

RECORDKEEPING OF SECURITIES PERMITTED FOR CIRCULATION OUTSIDE
THE TERRITORY OF UZBEKISTAN ISSUED BY RESIDENTS OF THE REPUBLIC

SECURITIES FLOW DATA COLLECTION 
AND ARRANGEMENT 

9

10

11

12

13

EXCLUSIVE FUNCTIONS OF CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORY 

KEEPING RECORDS OF RIGHTS FOR SECURITIES ISSUED 
AND OWNED BY INVESTMENT FUNDS



ISSUER SERVICE 

Securities issue services

As of 01.01.2020, securities of 593 joint stock 
companies were recorded in the Central 
Securities Depository, the total volume of 
share issues at par value exceeded 99 209.77 
billion UZS, which in quantitative terms is 9 
309.53 billion shares (as of 01.01. 2019: 603 
joint-stock companies, with the volume of 
issues in total terms of 59,412.42 billion UZS, in 
quantitative terms - 6,296.97 billion shares). 

The Central Securities Depository keeps 
records of 785.6 thousand of corporate bonds 
for a total of 488.06 billion UZS, of which 735.6 
thousand for a total of 438.06 billion soums, 
issued by 5 commercial banks and 50.0 
thousand bonds for a total of 50.0 billion UZS 
issued by one joint-stock company.
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SECURITIES ISSUE SERVICING 
(total number of received documents related to 

the issue of securities in 2019 - 186 units) 

Registration of corporate 
bond issuance 

Registration of additional 
issues of securities

Amendements to previously 
registered securities issues

Deregistration of 
securities issues

Registration of primary issues 
of securities

5; 3%

107; 57%33; 18%

16; 9%
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Assignment of international identification codes

As of December 31, 2019, international codes were assigned to 464 securities of 321 domestic 
issuers.

IPO and SPO service

The Central Securities Depository took part in servicing the first stage of the sale of 20 percent of 
shares of the authorized capital of JSC «Quartz» through a secondary public offering SPO on the 
stock exchange, in accordance with the Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan 
dated February 19, 2019. No.5666 “On additional measures for the effective use of state 
property”. At the first stage, 5 percent of the state's stake in JSC «Quartz» was successfully sold.

In December 2019, the registration of the additional issue of shares of JSC «Jizzakh Plastic», 
intended for an initial public offering (IPO), was carried out in accordance with the resolution of 
the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan dated 04.03.2019 No. 4265 “On measures for further 
reform and increase of the investment attractiveness of the chemical industry”. 



For notification of 
shareholders about 
a general meeting 
of shareholders

43%

For conducting 
general shareholders 
meeting

48%

2%1%

6%

At the request of 
the authorized 
state body

For the formation 
of the register of 
bondholders

For corporate 
and other 
actions

Instructions and requests for the formation of 
registers of securities owners for 2019

(the total number of registered 
securities owners - 2126 units)

ISSUER SERVICE

Corporate events of issuers

2019 was a rich year for a variety of corporate 
events in various sectors of the economy.

Thus, in order to implement the tasks of reforming 
the electric power industry and increasing its 
investment attractiveness, in accordance with 
modern methods of organizing the production, 
transportation, distribution and sale of electric 
energy, JSC «Uzbekenergo» was reorganized and 
JSC «Thermal power stations» was established, which 
manages thermal power plants and electric power 
centers that produce electric and thermal energy, 
JSC «National electric networks of Uzbekistan», 
operating and developing the main electric 
networks of the Republic, exporting, importing, 
transporting and interstate transit of electric energy, 
as well as performing the functions of a single buyer 
of electric energy from electric power producers 
and JSC «Regional electric networks», managing 
enterprises of territorial electric networks that 
distribute and sell electric energy to end consumers. 
The Central Securities Depository has registered 
issues of securities of these joint-stock companies for 
a total amount of 12,834 billion UZS.

A significant event in the field of civil aviation was 
the reorganization of Uzbekistan Airways by creating 
two joint-stock companies, namely Uzbekistan 
Airways JSC and Uzbekistan Airports JSC, for which 
registration of share issues totaling 10 041 billion   UZS 
was carried out.
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The launch of the project is planned to be 
carried out in the first half of 2020. After 
conducting extensive familiarization work on 
the capabilities of the e-voting platform, it is 
planned to attract at least 5 issuers at the initial 
stage and bring their number to 50 joint-stock 
companies by the end of the year.

The implementation of the “Personal Account” 
service will provide issuers with the best 
opportunities for obtaining shareholders 
registers, information on the presence of a state 
share in the authorized capital of the joint-stock 
company, certificates on the placement of 
securities issues, invoices and completion 
certificate, as well as the opportunity to consult 
on corporate governance issues and receive 
information materials related to amendments 
to the legislative and regulatory framework on 
the securities market.

IT-technologies for servicing issuers

One of the perspective directions of introducing IT 
technologies in servicing issuers is preparation for 
the launch of a new service that provides an 
opportunity for electronic voting through the e-
voting platform, which provides access to the 
website for electronic voting to all shareholders 
and members of the Supervisory Board without 
restriction. Users of this platform will be able to 
observe the progress of the General Meeting of 
Shareholders or a meeting of the Supervisory Board 
in the video or text broadcast mode (depending 
on the choice of the issuer) and vote on the 
agenda. All information necessary for voting will 
also be available online.

17
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Maintaining   the Centralised base of depositors 
(CBD)

In 2019, in the Republic of Uzbekistan, the 
Government carried out work to reduce the 
state's share in the authorized capital of joint-
stock companies by selling part of the state 
shares by publicly offering shares to the public 
and businesses, which led to the growth of 
potential investors in the securities market. The 
number of owners of securities (depositors) 
according to the centralized base of depositors 
of the Central Securities Depository as of 
January 1, 2020 amounted to 807,301 
depositors (65,293 legal entities and 742,008 
individuals). The number of owners - foreign 
investors is 2,492 individuals (222 legal entities 
and 2,270 individuals).

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Shareholder

Foreign
investors 

Legal entities 

Legal entities 

Individuals  Individuals  



Maintaining Investment 
Intermediaries’ Accounts

The number of investment 
intermediaries in the securities 
market in 2019 increased, four 
newly formed legal entities 
began to operate as an 
investment intermediaries, and 
as of January 1, 2020 their 
number is 43, and accordingly 
the volume of securities 
recorded on the accounts of 
investment intermediaries in 
Central Securities Depository 
increased.

Volume of securities 
transactions 

The Central Securities 
Depository is a settlement 
depository for securities 
transactions executed at 
organized trade, and also 
registers securities 
transactions owned by its 
customers concluded on an 
unorganized OTC market.

19
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Transactions completed in 2019 
(in trillion UZS)

0,43 37,190,05
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Along with the provision of custody services, the 
Central Securities Depository provides advisory 
services to joint-stock companies during their 
corporate actions and in the preparation of 
documents related to the issue of securities.

Providing advisory services to clients, the Central 
Securities Depository is guided by the principle of 
the most transparent, mutually beneficial and long-
term cooperation.

In providing advisory services, the Central Securities 
Depository cooperates with more than 100 joint 
stock companies located in all regions of the 
country. 

3

Jizzakh 
region

2

Navoi 
region

3

Republic of 
Karakalpakstan

4

Khorezm 
region

3

Bukhara 
region

3

Kashkadarya 
region

4

Samarkand 
region

2

Syrdarya 
region

% 1,4

% 2,2

73

Tashkent cityт

% 52,5

12

Tashkent region

% 8,6

4

Namangan
region

% 2,9

10

Andijan 
region

% 7,2

12

Ferghana 
region

% 8,6

4

Surkhandarya 
region

% 2,9

% 2,9
% 2,2

% 1,4

% 2,2

% 2,9

% 2,2

Geography of advisory services of 
the Central Securities Depository for 2019

INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES
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Our partners are joint-stock companies operating in such sectors of the national economy as heavy 
industry, financial services, food industry, scientific, technical and organizational-technological 
services, storage and primary processing of agricultural raw materials, food and products, mining 
and processing of natural resources, etc.

Having sufficient experience in organizing an initial 
public offering (IPO), the Central Securities 
Depository's long-term plans for 2020 are provisions for 
a significant expansion of the advisory services 
provided in this direction, as well as the opening of 
new types of services, including the provision of 
electronic voting services at General Meetings of 
Shareholders and meetings of the Supervisory Boards.

Number of JSC served in 2019
Planned for 2020 Number of JSC served
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AGRICULTURE
SERVICES

39.57 %

24.46 %

12
.2

3 
% 7.19 %

16.55 %

FINANCIAL SECTOR
BANKS

INDUSTRY

55

23

1017

34

Scope of activities of clients advised by 
the Central Securities Depository for 2019



IT TECHNOLOGIES IN IMPROVING THE ACTIVITIES 
OF THE CENTRAL DEPOSITORY 

The Central Securities Depository, being a key 
link in the stock market, pays special attention 
to the expansion of the use of IT technologies 
and ensuring a high level of information security 
in doing business.

In the reporting period, work on the translation 
of paper documents of the archives of the 
Central Securities Depository into digital format 
was continued. An automatic system for  
controlling and monitoring access to the 
premises of the Central Securities Depository 
has been introduced.

The software that is necessary for the Central 
Securities Depository to interact with the Service 
Bureau of the Association of National 
Numbering Agencies (ASB ANNA) when 

assigning international ISIN, CFI, FISN codes to 
corporate securities issued by Uzbek issuers and 
posting information on the assigned codes on 
the Central Securities Depository website was 
developed.

The strategic plans of the Central Securities 
Depository are the expansion of the list of 
serviced corporate actions of issuers and 
dissemination of corporate information through 
the Central Securities Depository, as well as to 
obtaining the right to make settlements on 
transactions in equities, which will require the 
creation of new software products using 
innovative IT technologies, as well as 
commissioning additional servers.
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Along with improving  ourbusiness processes, the Central Securities Depository pays great attention to 
creating services for stock market participants.

In 2019, projects related to the creation of new technological services such as “Electronic Voting” 
and “Personal Account” were launched. In developing these services, new best practices and 
technologies were used. The developed systems of “Electronic Voting” and “Personal Account” are 
reliable, convenient and easy to use;   no special knowledge and special technical tools and 
programs are required,;   traditional office equipment and an internet access point are sufficient. 
Connection to the services is possible from anywhere in the world via the Internet. The participants of 
the national market in 2020 will be able to test and evaluate the proposed new services of the 
Central Securities Depository.

The development of technological services can serve as the reason for creating, on the basis of 
Central Securities Depository, a national platform providing reliable and technological services to 
various groups of stock market participants.

e VOTE my CABINET
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THE INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION

In 2019, the Central Securities 
Depository actively studied the services 
and innovative solutions developed 
and implemented by the participants 
of the infrastructure of foreign securities 
markets. In particular, the world's best 
practices for making settlements in 
cash were carefully considered, 
especially the payment of dividends, 
models for collecting and disseminating 
the corporate information, etc.

Last year, the Central Securities 
Depository within the framework of the 
Memorandums of Understanding 
continued active cooperation with the 
central securities depositories of such 
countries as Russia, the Republic of 
Korea, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan 
and Turkey. Active work is underway 
with the international central securities 
depositories Euroclear and 
Clearstream.

OUR PARTNERS -   
MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING

CENTRAL SECURITIES DEPOSITORIES: 
KAZAKHSTAN, TAJIKISTAN, RUSSIA, 
THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA, TURKEY, BELARUS
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Asia- Pacific Central Securities  
Depository Group
(ACG)

Association of National 
Numbering Agencies (ANNA)

Association of Eurasia Central 
Securities Depositories 
(AECSD)

FULL MEMBERSHIP
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To increase the efficiency of human resource 
management, the Central Securities 
Depository has developed and implemented 
a human resource policy that includes ways to 
increase labor productivity and motivate 
employees.

The Central Securities Depository strives to 
comply with the best international practices in 
the field of personnel management, 
introducing modern methods of training and 

development, selection, adaptation and rotation 
of human resource. The human resource policy of 
the Central Securities Depository is aimed at the 
maximum support of highly qualified specialists, 
work with talented and promising personnel, 
improving the system of motivation and 
stimulation of labor. Along with this, regular events 
are held to improve the skills of employees and 
teach them foreign languages.
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51
а total number of 
workers at the Central 
Securities Depository

Men Women

28 ppl.

55% 45%

23 ppl.

41
average age of employees 
at the Central Securities Depository

EDUCATION TARGETS

20%

11%
50-59 

40-49 30-39 

31%

16% 22%

20-29 60-69 39
employees have
higher education 40%

10%

35%

4%

employees who 
speak English 

employees who
speak Korean

young employees 

employees who have a certificate 
for preparing financial statements 
in accordance with IFRS

3
employees have 2 
or more university 
diplomas

7
employees have 
secondary professional 
education

2
employees have 
secondary education 

years old  - 

Target guidelines for human resource management for 2020 were developed to achieve and 
implement the set of promising projects.

The key to the successful 
implementation of priority 
goals and objectives, the 
Central Securities Depository 
sees the formation of a 
cohesive team of professionals 
that meet such requirements as 
customer focus, the desire to 
improve their professional 
experience and knowledge, 
the ability to work in a team.

years
old 

years
old 

years
old 

years
old 

years
old 



At the end of 2020, the Central Securities Depository plans to prepare a financial statement, 
statement of comprehensive income, statement of cash flows, statement of profit and loss in 
accordance with IFRS and ISA.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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BALANCE SHEET

Indicators yr. yr.

mln. UZS

mln. UZS

yr. yr.

Assets

Fixed assets  

Inventory

Deferred expenses

Receivables

Liabilities

Authorized capital

Reserve capital   

Undistributed profits  

Current liabilities 

Total liabilities

Indicators

Net profit

Profit tax 

Exchange rate losses 

Exchange rate gains

Other income

Costs

Net sales revenue

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL RESULTS

Short-term investments

Total assets  

1749,8

  504,9

  528,4

 225,4

 609,1

  3 318,7

  3 318,7



The audit was performed on the financial statements and economic activities for 
2019. The responsibility for the accuracy of the financial statements in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), subject to audit, lies with the 
management of the entity. The audit organization is responsible for its opinion on 
these financial statements.

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing 
(ISA). These standards oblige us to provide users with sufficient confidence that the 
financial statements are free from material misstatement.

As part of the audit, we identify and assess the risks of distortion of the annual 
financial statements, obtain an understanding of the internal control system, 
evaluate the nature of the accounting policies used, the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and the relevant disclosure, conclude that the 
management of the audited entity is legitimate to use the going concern 
assumption, and evaluate the annual presentation financial statements in general, 
its structure and content.

In our opinion, the financial statements of the Central Securities Depository as of 
December 31, 2019 reflect the reliability in all material respects of the financial 
position of the Central Securities Depository, as well as its financial results and cash 
flows for the year, in accordance with IFRS.

A.A. Tulakov,
General Director of the Auditing Organization, Agency Konsauditinform LLC, 
Auditor Certificate No. 055538 dated 22.09.2017.

AUDIT REPORT
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INTEGRAL 
COEFFICIENT OF 

EFFECTIVE 
ACTIVITY 

yr.

yr.

yr.



DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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Other important areas planned for 2021-
2022 are the work on the centralized 
payment of dividends on securities through 
the Central Securities Depository, as well as 
on the development and implementation 
of a mechanism for disseminating 
corporate information through the Central 
Securities Depository in order to create the 
most efficient and comfortable 
communication between issuers and 
ultimate holders of securities.

The Development strategy of the Central Securities Depository for 2021-
2023 includes a number of activities aimed at the phased development 
of a legal and technological basis that meets recognized international 
standards. To this end, 2019 was devoted to the studying the experience 
of foreign countries, identifying best practices and adapting the most 
successful examples to the prevailing realities and current requirements 
of the current securities market in Uzbekistan.

Our strategic vision is the further development of the Central Securities 
Depository as a strong, autonomous and financially stable participant in 
the capital market infrastructure, which has a reliable and flexible 
transaction settlement system. Performing the functions of servicing the 
market infrastructure, the Central Securities Depository should be able to 
continuously improve its activities.

In this regard, the Central Securities Depository will have to actively 
develop new services for market participants. In particular, the 
immediate task is to obtain from Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation 
(GLEIF) the status of  Registration agent for assigning to issuers and other 
financial organizations of Uzbekistan legal entity identifier codes (LEI) .

Launch of  eVOTE- 
the electronic voting 

platform by the Central 
Securities Depository

Obtaining the status 
of a registration agent 
from the international 
organization GLEIF by 
the Central Securities 

Depository for 
the assignment of

 international LEI codes 
to issuers of Uzbekistan

Making centralized 
payment of dividends
 on securities through 
the Central Securities 

Depository

yr. yr. yr.

LEI CODES 
ASSIGNMENT

PAYMENT OF 
DIVIDENDS



Cash settlements 
on equities through 
the correspondent 

account of the Central 
Securities Depository at 

the Central Bank 
of Uzbekistan

Assisting in the issuance 
and placement of 

securities of domestic 
issuers in foreign markets 

(NYSE, NASDAQ, LSE)

Implementation of 
a corporate information 

dissemination mechanism 
through the Central 
Securities Depository 
using the best foreign 

experience

Establishment of 
correspondent relations 
of the Central Securities 

Depository with
 international and 
key foreign central 

securities depositories

yr. yr. yr. yr.

CORPORATE 
INFORMATION 
DISCLOSURE

CORRESPONDENT  
NETWORK

SETTLEMENT 
FUNCTION

DEPOSITARY 
RECEIPTS

At the same time, the Central 
Securities Depository began 
preparatory work for the establishment 
of correspondent relations of the 
Central Securities Depository with 
international and key foreign central 
securities depositories by 2021-2022, as 
well as the beginning of the provision 
of services to facilitate the issuance 
and placement of securities of 
domestic issuers in foreign markets 
(NYSE, NASDAQ, LSE) by the indicated 
period. 

Additional value for market 
participants will be created by the 
successful implementation of the work 
of the Central Securities Depository in 
preparing the legislative framework for 
the implementation of cash 
settlements on equities through the 
correspondent account of the Central 
Securities Depository with the Central 
Bank of Uzbekistan by 2021-2022.

The implementation of the tasks 
specified in the Development Strategy 
of the Central Securities Depository is 
designed to provide comfortable 
conditions for access to the capital 
market of Uzbekistan for all investors, 
including the creation of familiar 
conditions for foreign investors and 
major global custodians, and thereby 
raise the quality of services for 
securities market participants.
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OUR CONTACTS

Republic of Uzbekistan, 
100170, Tashkent,
Mirzo-Ulugbek district, 107 
Mustakillik Avenue, 2nd floor.

+998 71 267 35 92

info@deponet.uz

deponet.uz

t.me/UzCSD

linkedin.com/uzcsd

facebook.com/deponet.uz
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